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Introduction
The new administration transaction for the precalculation server is available. The availability is listed in SAP
note: #1424130. The new interface provides a set of new features, eases the administration tasks, and
allows better monitoring of your Precalculation Server landscape.
In this article I try to describe the functionalities this transaction provides, showing these with screen shots.

The Server list screen
When you start the transaction RSPRECALCADMIN You see a screen similar to this.

Figure 1: List of precalculation Servers

On the initial screen you can find the list of Precalculation Servers connected to your SAP BI system. You
can find information about these like: the id or description of the server as well as the name of the machine
where the Precalculation Server is running. You also can see the actual status of the server. /running,
reached its capacity, offline /.
Here you have the option to:


Display a Precalculation Server



Edit a Precalculation Server



Delete a Precalculation Server.



Create new Precalculation Server.



Display a chart showing the status of Prec. Server landscape.
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Display, Create or edit a Precalculation Server
Display a Precalculation Server
When you select a precalculation server for display, the system shows the statistics of this
server; the number of open, currently processed, successfully processed and failed precalculations.
If the server is accessible / yellow or green status / you can display and download the log file it
has. This can help you to find the reason for the erroneous precalculations.
The single server display provides the possibility for testing servers that are online. When doing
so the RS_PREC_PLAN report is launched. In the test report you can select which workbook you would like
to use for testing. If the workbook has variables, you can specify a variant to be used. You have to enter an
e-mail address where the result file should be sent. There is also possibility to set web template for the
content of the e-mail

Figure 2: Single precalculation server view
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Creating a new Precalculation Server


When creating a new server please pay attention to be logged on to the BI system via SAP GUI form
the specific machine where the server will be running. The reason for this is: the system needs to
add some entries to the Windows Registry. Please log on the Windows with a user that has
administrative privileges.



You can enter an ID and a description for you new server. Warning: the ID can not be changed later
on!



When you save your newly created server, the system creates an RFC destination in Tr. SM59 /
please use R/3 user that has appropriate privileges for creating RFC destination /.

Editing a precalculation server
When editing a server, you have the possibility to change its description. The description is
language specific, so if you use the system on more languages, please maintain it here on each used
language. / You have to be logged on to the R/3 system on the language on which you want to change the
description. /. When you are in change mode the statistics and log of the server is not visible, these features
only exist in display mode

The precalculation queue
This list provides you an overview about the processed precalculations. You can see which workbooks were
used in precalculations, and whether these were successful or not. The processing time of each
precalculation is also visible here.

Figure 3: The Precalculation queue
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Functionality of the precalculation queue tab


Start the workbook. This will launch excel on your client machine with the given workbook, so you
can check how the result of the precalculation should look like.



Go to the timeout settings of the selected workbook(s). – see at the description of the timeout
screen.



Delete entries from the queue. – Multiple selection is possible



You can display details of the user, who executed the workbook if you double click on the username.



Display statistics. There are two kind of statistics offered.
o

Queue statistics: shows the number of successful, erroneous, open, and currently processed
precalculations

o

Duration statistics: shows the average precalculation time for each server in your landscape

Figure 4: Precalculation queue and duration statistics
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Timeouts
As of SAPKW70023 you have the possibility to define timeouts for precalculations. This can
help you to prevent situations, where your server gets stuck with a workbook. You can define timeout value
for each workbook you have in the system. There is also a default timeout, what will be used for workbooks
not having a timeout specified.
To define a timeout for a workbook you have to select the workbook form the list of workbooks
in the system. You can do this via F4 help on the Workbook title field, if you are in edit mode.

Figure 5: Adding a workbook to the timeout list

This screen also offers possibility to preview a workbook in Excel, using the Start workbook button.
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Failed Settings
You have the possibility check which settings have failed, and how many attempts were made to execute the
given setting.
You can restart a setting using the RSR_PREC_SETTING_RESTART report, what is accessible from this
screen directly.

Figure 6: Failed settings
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Related Content
Installing a precalculation server - Weblog
Information broadcasting in SAP NetWeaver
For more information, visit the Business Intelligence homepage.
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